
 

 
Subscription Certificate 

 

I confirm that I have read and understood the PLDT terms & conditions concerning my 
subscription including any amendments found at mydsl.pldthome.com. 
 

I understand that my subscription is for a minimum of one (1) year from date of sign up, subject 
to the availment of special promos which may require longer subscription periods (the “Minimum 
Term”). By signing below I am eligible for freebies and promos discussed with me upon 
subscription. 
 

After the Minimum Term, my subscription will be automatically renewed on the same period, 
terms and conditions, unless I submit a written request for cancellation to PLDT prior to the end 
of the Minimum Term. 
 

PLDT reserves the right to change the plan offers after the minimum subscription period. I agree 
to pay downgrade or pre-termination fees as set by the current PLDT policy-equivalent to three 
(3) times the plan’s Monthly Service Fee (MSF) should I opt to downgrade my subscription plan 
or terminate the same during the Minimum Term or renewal thereof. I further understand that 
this remedy shall be in addition to such other remedies to which PLDT is entitled to under the 
law, including but not limited to remedies granted under Article 315 of the revised Penal Code. 
 

I understand that there is a corresponding speed for my subscription plan and that: (1) Bundled 
Plans 990 and 1299 are intended for use in one (1) personal computer and (2) High Speed 
Plans 999, 1995, 3000 and 4000 may be used for more than (1) personal computer, but the 
speed of myDSL may slow down or experience downtime whenever more than one (1) 
computer is connected to it. I agree that: (a) PLDT shall not be responsible for any speed 
slowdown or downtime that may occur due to the connection of more than the recommended 
number of computers to myDSL and that I shall not be entitled to service rebates for such speed 
slowdowns or downtimes, (b) I shall hold PLDT, its directors, officers, employees and 
representatives free and harmless from any and all liability for such speed slowdown or 
downtime should it be determined that the same is due to my fault or negligence, and (c) PLDT 
shall have the right to terminate my DSL service for my failure to comply with the terms and 
conditions governing my subscription to myDSL.                   
 
 
 
__________________________         _____________________     _______________________ 
   Signature over printed name                      Date      ID Number 

 

 

 

_____________________                            ___________________ 

      Account number        Telephone number 


